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Abstract
Child-directed spoken data is the ideal source of support for 
claims about children’s linguistic environments. However, 
phonological transcriptions of child-directed speech are scarce,
compared to sources like adult-directed speech or text data.
Acquiring reliable descriptions of children’s phonological 
environments from more readily accessible sources would 
mean considerable savings of time and money. The first step 
towards this goal is to quantify the reliability of descriptions 
derived from such secondary sources. 

We investigate how phonological distributions vary across 
different modalities (spoken vs. written), and across the age of 
the intended audience (children vs. adults). Using a previously 
unseen collection of Swedish adult- and child-directed spoken 
and written data, we combine lexicon look-up and grapheme-
to-phoneme conversion to approximate phonological 
characteristics. The analysis shows distributional differences 
across datasets both for single phonemes and for longer 
phoneme sequences. Some of these are predictably attributed to 
lexical and contextual characteristics of text vs. speech.

The generated phonological transcriptions are remarkably 
reliable. The differences in phonological distributions between 
child-directed speech and secondary sources highlight a need 
for compensatory measures when relying on written data or on
adult-directed spoken data, and/or for continued collection of
actual child-directed speech in research on children’s language 
environments.
Index Terms: language acquisition, grapheme-to-phoneme 
conversion, phonology

1. Introduction
Children’s acquisition of the words and sounds in their 
surrounding language is the product not only of their
developing cognitive and motor capacities; it is also dependent 
on statistical regularities in the surrounding language [1] [2] [3].
Such statistical characteristics may explain why certain 
phonological patterns are observed earlier in children’s 
acquisition of one language and later in another. 

The child’s advancing linguistic skills are accompanied by 
increasingly complex linguistic input, for example in terms of 
syntactic structure [4]. In terms of lexical characteristics, the 
issue of adult accommodations to children’s linguistic 
competence is more unresolved. Lexical variability, often 
measured by the type/token ratio (TTR), has been shown to 
increase with the age of the child [5]. The observation of an 

increasing TTR in adults’ speech directed to children of 
increasing age is robust, and is even attested in other media, 
such as in subtitles of TV shows directed to children at different 
ages [6]. However, when exploring other lexical aspects, such 
as whether adults introduce more infrequent words as the child 
grows older, similar trends have not been confirmed [5].

Closely linked to issues of lexical complexity in linguistic 
input to children is phonological complexity: what sounds and 
sound sequences, and what syllabic structures make up the 
words that children hear. And although research on segmental 
adaptation to children is still scarce, phonological differences 
have indeed been observed in infant-directed speech compared 
to adult-directed speech [7]. Hence, there is a risk that 
differences in child-directed speech (CDS) and adult-directed 
speech (ADS) may distort investigations of input frequency 
effects in phonological acquisition [8]; if there are differences 
in phonotactic distributions in adult-directed versus child-
directed speech, frequencies based on adult speech corpora are
not representative of children’s phonological input. 

Although long-time language sampling of children’s 
environments is increasingly feasible, text corpora are still far 
more readily available than spoken corpora. In addition, child-
directed text is a component in many children’s linguistic 
environments, and likely reflects linguistic adaptation to the age 
of the intended child audience. Comparisons between adult-
directed and child-directed literature are scarce, but the findings 
in [9] suggest that, at least with respect to the usage of relative 
clauses, children’s literature is statistically intermediate 
between adult-directed written language and adult-directed 
speech. If adaption to children extends also across other 
linguistic domains, it is conceivable that child-directed written 
corpora are actually better representations of children’s 
phonological environments than what adult-directed speech is.

By necessity, statistical regularities in research on linguistic 
frequency effects are derived from any available data sources
that are sufficiently large. This has led to an almost exclusive
focus on written text corpora [10]. Today, improved 
infrastructures allow increased sharing of data resources, and 
we see rapid methodological advances for handling such 
resources. This opens entirely new arenas for research on 
language acquisition. Several researchers have proposed basing 
studies of explanatory factors to language acquisition on 
children’s lexicons derived from spontaneous speech rather 
than on adult data or written material [1] [10] [11]. However, 
exactly how critical this is when it comes to the description of 
phonological characteristics in children’s environments is 
unknown, and remains to be quantified.
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1.1. Aim

We make use of a previously unseen collection of Swedish 
linguistic data acquired from various sources of child-directed 
and adult-directed speech, and of child-directed and adult-
directed text. We use this data collection to estimate a number 
of phonological characteristics. Through the analysis of 
distributional variation across the age of the expected receiver 
(child/adult), and across modalities (written/spoken), we aim to 
answer the following research question:
Does the phonological distribution in a data set vary across 
a) the age of the intended audience, and b) the modality of the
linguistic data (written vs. spoken), and if so, to what extent? 

2. Method

2.1. Data

Table 1 presents the corpora included in this work. This 
collection of Swedish adult- and child-directed spoken and 
written data is selected to represent a broad set of genres and 
domains. The written data consists of text corpora from the 
Swedish Språkbanken at Gothenburg University and the 
Norwegian Språkbanken at the Norwegian National Library.

The child-directed spoken data, CHILDSPEECH, includes
orthographic transcripts of speech directed to infants (3-12 
months) and toddlers/pre-school children (1-6 years) in a

naturalistic free-play setting at home [12] or in a lab [13].
Similarly, the adult-directed speech, ADULTSPEECH, comes 
from three sources of orthographical transcripts of spontaneous 
interaction in both authentic environments [14] [15] and a lab 
setting [16]. The spoken data consists of around 2.3 million 
tokens adult-directed and 295 000 tokens child-directed speech.

The Swedish NST lexicon [17] was used in the retrieval of 
phonological transcriptions from orthographic words. This 
lexicon, designed to cover general vocabulary, consists of more 
than 630 000 entries, with manual phonemic SAMPA [18]
transcriptions of the most frequent words in the NST Swedish 
corpus (see Table 1), as well as of complementary lexical 
resources. The lexicon covers 72% of the word tokens in the 
combined speech corpora, and 60% of the word types. For the 
text corpora, the lexicon covers 73% of the word tokens (with a 
frequency > 1), and 41% of the word types.  

The original lexicon has been modified slightly for the 
purposes of this work. First, in order to reflect the description 
of the Swedish phonemic inventory as described in [19], the 
allophonic variants [e] and [E] were merged into one single 
symbol. Second, some frequent function words (like det, på,
någon; Eng. it, on, any) were found missing from the lexicon, 
and were added manually. Third, as homographs with different 
pronunciation are listed as separate entries in the original 
lexicon, unordered with respect to frequency, all homographs 
with multiple pronunciation variants (n = 2219) were manually

Table 1: Descriptions of the included corpora.
Corpus Description # Tokens
CHILDSPEECH: Child-directed speech
CHILDES [12] Spontaneous adult-child interaction; home environment; 5 children (age 1;0 

to 6;0). Göteborg corpus (CHILDES, [20]).
248 163

LONG-MINGLE [13] Spontaneous parent-child interaction; lab environment; free play scenario, 17 
children (age 0;3-2;9)

46 437

Total number of tokens 294 600
ADULTSPEECH: Adult-directed speech
SB-GDC [14] Spoken interaction; Context-governed. Gothenburg Dialogue Corpus 

Språkbanken, Gothenburg University (GU).
1 345 044

Spontal [16] Spontaneous speech; lab environment; 120 dyads. 79 332
Swedia 2000 [15] Interview transcripts; speakers of Swedish dialects. 923 911

Total number of tokens 2 348 287

CHILDTEXT: Child-directed text
Laesbart 6-9 [21] Fiction. A subset of the LäSBarT corpus (sample criterion: fiction, target 

audience age: 6-8 years). Språkbanken, GU.
114 209

Laesbart 9-12 [21] Fiction. A subset of the LäSBarT corpus (sample criterion: fiction, target 
audience age: 9-12 years). Språkbanken, GU.

291 562

Total number of tokens 405 771
ADULTTEXT: Adult-directed text
SB-GP2013 [22] News text. Göteborgsposten 2013, Språkbanken, GU. 16 870 565
SB-KLARSPRAK [22] Official texts. Förvaltningsmyndigheters texter, Språkbanken, GU. 49 453
SB-SAM [22] Academic text, social sciences. Akademiska texter - samhällsvetenskap 

(subset), Språkbanken, GU.
1 142 268

SB-HUM [22] Academic text, the humanities. Akademiska texter - humaniora (subset), 
Språkbanken, GU.

1 104 899

SB-LT2005 [22] Medical news periodical. Läkartidningen 2005, Språkbanken, GU. 1 505 754
SB-ROM99 [22] Fiction. Norstedts romaner 1999, Språkbanken, GU. 2 534 302
SB-ROMII [22] Fiction. Bonniers romaner II, Språkbanken, GU. 4 304 239
SB-SUC2 [23] Stockholm-Umeå Corpus (SUC 2.0). A balanced corpus of Swedish. 1 166 528
NST-SWE [24] NST Text Corpus; news text (80%), fiction, periodicals. Språkbanken, 

Nasjonalbiblioteket, Norway.
397 781 587

Total number of tokens 426 459 595
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checked, and the preferred pronunciation variant was marked.
In the vast majority of cases, this was a trivial decision. Of the 
remaining undecided cases (n=126), preferred pronunciations 
of the 59 entries with at least 100 occurrences in the NST-SWE 
corpus (see Table 1) were inferred through concordance lists 
generated through Korp [22]. Preferred pronunciation variants 
were listed in a separate list, and used to override default 
pronunciations in the lexicon.

2.2. Procedure

Unigram frequency lists were built from each corpus listed in 
Table 1. Next, phonological transcriptions for the words in 
these lists were acquired through lexicon look-up. Fallback 
pronunciations for words not found in the lexicon were 
generated using the Sequitur grapheme-to-phoneme (g2p) 
converter [25], which is an open source tool based on the 
method described in [26]. Following these authors’
recommendation, the g2p model was trained in 9 iterations. 1/4 
of the data was used for training and 3/4 for testing. Table 2
summarizes the performance of the model trained on the 
Swedish NST lexicon. For reference, corresponding figures for
CMUdict [27] presented in [26] were WER = 24.5% and 
PER = 5.9%.  

Table 2: Performance of the g2p model, by word-
error-rate (WER) and phone-error-rate (PER).

Setting Training 
size

Testing 
size

WER PER

199 304
(=1/4)

597 907
(=3/4)

Model8 9.1% 1.1%
Model9 8.4% 1.0%

Finally, uni-, bi- and triphoneme frequency lists were generated 
from the automatically retrieved phonological transcriptions 
and the word frequencies in each corpus set.

2.3. Analysis

Consonant clusters of the format /sCC/ are reportedly a 
complex phonotactic structure, acquired relatively late in 
languages where they occur, e.g. in English [28] and Swedish 
[29]. For this reason, we chose this phonotactic pattern for more 
detailed analysis of distributional characteristics. 

The reliability of the retrieved phonological transcriptions 
was estimated by comparing generated/retrieved phonemic
transcriptions of orthographic transcripts of children’s TV 
shows to manually transcribed versions of the same contents on
a segmental level (disregarding syllable boundaries and stress 
notation). Three second-year SLP students carried out the 
manual phonemic transcription on 30 one-minute samples 
retrieved from the Swedish national broadcasting service 
svtplay.se. Inter-annotator agreement was estimated 
automatically on a 20% sample of the transcriptions (n = 6),
which was re-transcribed by a different transcriber. A semi-
automated preprocessing step was introduced in order to handle 
segmentation mismatches. For any pair of transcriptions A and 
B, wordA,n was compared to wordB,n. If identical, this pair was 
considered a match. If not, wordA,n was compared to wordB,n+/-1.
In cases of three or more consecutive mismatches, 
transcriptions were manually checked to ensure desirable 
glossing in the manual transcriptions. For example, multiword 

sequences like ska du, manually transcribed as /skA:ru0/, were 
split up into /skA:/ and /ru0/.  

Segmental agreement was estimated following the semi-
automatic word-by-word alignment. Out of the 14 413 
phoneme tokens present in the manual transcriptions, phoneme-
by-phoneme agreement between the generated transcriptions 
and the manual transcriptions was 94%. Agreement between 
original and repeated transcriptions by different human 
transcribers was 90% (based on a total of 2 717 tokens). 

3. Results
Table 3 presents the most frequent single phonemes in 
CHILDSPEECH, with their frequencies (relative to the total 
number of phoneme tokens). The shaded cells list the 
differences compared to the corresponding relative frequencies
for the other three datasets. The table shows, for example, that 
/d/ is more frequent in CHILDSPEECH compared to, especially,
text data. Conversely, /t/ and /e/ are less frequent in 
CHILDSPEECH than in the other datasets.

Table 3: Relative frequency (%) of the most frequent 
phonemes in CHILDSPEECH, and the difference 

between this and the corresponding frequencies in the 
other datasets. Larger differences are indicated by 

darker (-) or brighter (+) shading.

CHILD-
SPEECH

vs. 
ADULT-
SPEECH

vs. CHILD-
TEXT

vs. 
ADULT-
TEXT

a 7,87 0,93 -0,37 0,18
e 7,49 -0,78 -1,40 -1,78
n 7,32 0,15 -0,31 -0,12
r 7,01 0,01 -0,56 -0,61
d 6,56 1,07 1,97 2,13
t 5,29 -1,08 -1,46 -1,84
m 5,19 0,70 1,46 1,52
s 4,74 -0,27 -0,89 -1,28

Analysis of triphoneme frequencies reveals that /dOm/ is 
the most frequent triphoneme in CHILDSPEECH, and 
considerably more frequent than in the other datasets.
Presumably, this reflects a relatively high usage of the pronouns 
de/dem (Eng. they, pronounced /dOm/) in CHILDSPEECH
compared to the other datasets. Further inspection of bi- and 
triphoneme frequencies shows that phonological patterns 
occurring in deictic words (/den/, /dE:r/) and in first and second 
person pronouns (/jA:/, /d}:/) are more frequent in the spoken 
datasets than in the text datasets, whereas conversely, third 
person pronouns are more frequent in the text data.

Figure 1 shows the relative frequency of the sequence /sCC/ 
across the four datasets. As seen, /str/, /skr/ and /spr/ are more 
frequent than the other /sCC/-clusters. In the spoken data, and 
particularly in CHILDSPEECH, /skr/ and /str/ are less frequent 
than in the other data sources, whereas the relative frequency of 
/spr/ is stable across all four datasets. Close inspection of what 
words contribute to the higher frequencies of /str/ and /skr/ in 
the written datasets reveals that the most frequent words 
containing /str/ are various forms of the words extra (Eng. 
extra), ström (Eng. stream, often occurring in proper nouns), 
strand (Eng. beach, also frequent in proper nouns), whereas 
/skr/ frequently occurs in different forms of the words skriva
(Eng. write), skratta (Eng. laugh) and skrika (Eng. scream). 
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Figure 1: Relative triphoneme frequencies (%) of 
/sCC/-clusters across the four corpus sets.

4. Discussion
We have investigated Swedish phonotactic characteristics and 
selected aspects how these characteristics vary across different 
linguistic modalities (spoken/written), and across different ages 
of the intended audience (child/adult). Some distributional 
differences of uniphoneme frequencies are noted, but cannot be 
easily linked to, for example, lexical differences between the 
datasets. Differences among the most frequent bi- and 
triphonemes can presumably be attributed to the modality of the 
linguistic data: phoneme sequences typically occurring in 
deictic words and first and second person pronouns are more 
frequent in the spoken datasets than in the text datasets. 
Interestingly, /jA:/ (as in the first person singular pronoun jag,
Eng. I) is more frequent in ADULTSPEECH than in CHILDSPEECH,
where instead /d}:/ (as in the second person singular pronoun
du) is more frequent. This difference may be attributed to
different contextual settings of the included spoken data, but 
may also reflect an expected trait in child-directed speech, with 
adults labelling and responding to children’s actions [30].

The examination of one particular phoneme sequence 
pattern – /sCC/ – revealed, on the one hand, some similarities 
across the different corpus sets, such that /str/, /spr/, and /skr/ 
are more frequent than any other /sCC/-cluster. On the other 
hand, distributional differences across datasets were also 
discovered, such that /str/ and /skr/ were less frequent in 
CHILDSPEECH than in the other datasets. Considering that many 
of the frequent words containing these sequences in the other 
datasets likely stem from proper nouns, and from words 
referring to behavioral descriptions (e.g. writing, laughing), it 
should not be surprising to find these less frequently in speech 
collected from parent-child free-play settings.

Underlying the investigation is a previously unseen 
collection of Swedish corpus data, selected to provide a 
balanced representation of contemporary spoken and written 
Swedish, loosely modelled on the British National Corpus [31].
The spoken data covers contemporary spoken Swedish from the 
two largest cities. The adult-directed data also includes regional 
dialects. To our knowledge, this is the first comparison of these 
speech resources. As far as we know, this is also the first 
published report of the coverage of the NST Swedish lexicon.

Although the Swedish lexicon differs in several respects 
from the English lexicon used in the original description of the 
g2p converter [26] – e.g. by including syllable boundaries, by 
being considerably larger, and, not least, by describing another 
language – the performance achieved here outperforms that 

reported in the original work. Using this g2p converter to 
generate phonological transcriptions for words not found in the 
lexicon may therefore be an appealing alternative to excluding 
words, or to adding transcriptions by hand.

The analysis of the reliability of the generated transcriptions
are encouraging, as a point-by-point agreement of 94% is well 
above the 85% agreement that others have suggested as a 
threshold of reliability between human transcribers [27]. Apart 
from validating the quality of the generated transcriptions, the 
analysis also revealed some routes of potential improvements, 
such as adapting the lexicon to common reductions of frequent 
function words like och (Eng. and) and jag (Eng. I). 

4.1. Limitations

Using orthographic transcriptions and lexicon look-up may be 
considered a brute way of estimating children’s phonological 
environment. Certainly, there is noise in the data, for example 
coming from the static treatment of homographs, and of 
frequent suboptimal pronunciation variants of the same words 
(e.g. och and jag, Eng. and and I, respectively). And although 
accuracy may be further improved by adapting the lexicon to 
better reflect the most frequent pronunciation variants, the 
method can never generate noise free estimations of children’s 
phonological environment. However, as an estimation of 
expected pronunciation on a broad level, it may be valuable in 
efforts to speed up manual transcription work. 

If stress and syllable notation had been included in the 
reliability analysis, more disagreements would have been 
expected. However, this follows common procedure when 
estimating inter-annotator agreement [32], and thus makes our 
figures comparable to those previously reported.

For both spoken and written data, all child-directed data 
was collapsed into one and the same group. Also, there is no 
age overlap between CHILDTEXT and CHILDSPEECH. This is, of 
course, a simplification that may obscure linguistic adaptations 
to children at different ages. With larger datasets for different 
ages, future investigations could explore whether phonological 
adaptation changes with the age of the children.

Admittedly, although we have identified distributional 
differences, the question of whether these are impactful remains 
undetermined. This requires other methods of analysis (see e.g.
[33]), and is an interesting venue of future research.

5. Conclusions
We have presented a previously unseen collection of Swedish 
corpus data, unique in its kind by being organized by the 
modality of the data (spoken/written), and by the ages of the 
intended audience (child/adult). Further, the approach of 
combining lexical look-up with a g2p converter trained for 
Swedish was found to generate highly reliable phonological 
transcriptions. Combined, this resource framework can be used 
to expedite large-scale investigations into lexical and 
phonological characteristics of Swedish. Including other 
languages in the same framework will open up cross-linguistic 
research into these phenomena.
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